Context. Large surveys producing tera-and petabyte-scale databases require machine-learning and knowledge discovery methods to deal with the overwhelming quantity of data and the difficulties of extracting concise, meaningful information with reliable assessment of its uncertainty. This study investigates the potential of a few machine-learning methods for the automated analysis of eclipsing binaries in the data of such surveys. Aims. We aim to aid the extraction of samples of eclipsing binaries from such databases and to provide basic information about the objects. We intend to estimate class labels according to two different, well-known classification systems, one based on the light curve morphology (EA/EB/EW classes) and the other based on the physical characteristics of the binary system (system morphology classes; detached through overcontact systems). Furthermore, we explore low-dimensional surfaces along which the light curves of eclipsing binaries are concentrated, and consider their use in the characterization of the binary systems and in the exploration of biases of the full unknown Gaia data with respect to the training sets. Methods. We have explored the performance of principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), random forest classification and self-organizing maps (SOM) for the above aims. We pre-processed the photometric time series by combining a double Gaussian profile fit and a constrained smoothing spline, in order to de-noise and interpolate the observed light curves. We achieved further denoising, and selected the most important variability elements from the light curves using PCA. Supervised classification was performed using random forest and LDA based on the PC decomposition, while SOM gives a continuous 2-dimensional manifold of the light curves arranged by a few important features. We estimated the uncertainty of the supervised methods due to the specific finite training set using ensembles of models constructed on randomized training sets. Results. We obtain excellent results (about 5% global error rate) with classification into light curve morphology classes on the Hipparcos data. The classification into system morphology classes using the Catalog and Atlas of Eclipsing binaries (CALEB) has a higher error rate (about 10.5%), most importantly due to the (sometimes strong) similarity of the photometric light curves originating from physically different systems. When trained on CALEB and then applied to Kepler-detected eclipsing binaries subsampled according to Gaia observing times, LDA and SOM provide tractable, easy-to-visualize subspaces of the full (functional) space of light curves that summarize the most important phenomenological elements of the individual light curves. The sequence of light curves ordered by their first linear discriminant coefficient is compared to results obtained using local linear embedding. The SOM method proves able to find a 2-dimensional embedded surface in the space of the light curves which separates the system morphology classes in its different regions, and also identifies a few other phenomena, such as the asymmetry of the light curves due to spots, eccentric systems, and systems with a single eclipse. Furthermore, when data from other surveys are projected to the same SOM surface, the resulting map yields a good overview of the general biases and distortions due to differences in time sampling or population.
Introduction
The advent of large-scale surveys in astronomy has opened new horizons in the investigation of our Galaxy and the Universe, thanks to the amount of information contained in the data (perhaps the earliest, best-known example is the Sloan Digital Sky Survey; York et al. 2000; Eisenstein et al. 2011; Alam et al. 2015) . However, the sheer size of these databases requires the application of new types of analysis: those aimed precisely at the discovery of previously unknown knowledge in huge data sets through automated methods. Human interaction can be present only in a few crucial stages, and can deal with only subsamples of very limited size. Detailed assessment of each individual result or careful manual engineering of the procedures for each individual object are impossible, even though such big samples necessarily bring up many extremes, rare or exceptional cases. Investigations without the input of preliminary knowledge, letting the data alone determine the model, can also provide insight from a new angle into unsolved or less-frequently investigated issues. In the framework of astronomical databases, even an everyday task like the extraction of an appropriate sample for a Article number, page 1 of 20
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A&A proofs: manuscript no. 29710_GR-MS specific research requires the database to be organized and easily accessible, and therefore the data to be pre-processed and some fundamental selective information extracted and made available in the database. Accordingly, the use of machine-learning technology to analyse huge volumes of data had soared in the last decade. Typing "machine learning astronomy" into the ADS search window brings up about 20 articles for the first five months of 2016 alone, on subjects as diverse as photometric and gamma-ray burst redshift estimation, detection of radio transients, glitches in gravitational wave detection and exoplanet science (e.g. Hoyle 2016; Devine et al. 2016; Ukwatta et al. 2016; Zevin & Gravity Spy 2016; Ford 2016) .
The Gaia mission 1 (Gaia collaboration 2016) is one of the current large surveys. A cornerstone mission of the European Space Agency, it is producing repeated astrometric and photometric observations about more than 1 billion celestial objects, and opening an unprecedented insight into the structure and history of the Milky Way. The time series of on average 70 observations per object will also allow the detection and analysis of variable celestial phenomena (Eyer et al. 2015) . We expect about a 100 million objects showing stochastic, temporally localized or periodic variability, among the latter several millions of eclipsing binaries (Eyer & Cuypers 2000; Holl et al. 2014 ). The analysis of eclipsing binaries yields important constraints on stellar parameters at different stages of evolution, when combined with precise parallaxes. Gaia, with an aimed end-of-mission parallax accuracy of about 5-16 µarcseconds below G = 12 mag, 26 µarcseconds at G = 15 mag and 600 µarcseconds at G = 20 mag 2 , and with the millions of binaries observed, will offer an unprecedented opportunity to study the galactic distributions and populations over an as yet unimaginably wide variety of objects.
However, detection completeness and the attainable accuracy of any derived information is highly influenced by the Gaia time sampling. This is quite sparse: the above mentioned 70 observations will be made over the course of five years, and will vary from about 40 to 240 depending on sky position. As a consequence, there will be a lower detection probability for systems with very narrow eclipses, depending on their position. Moreover, many details of the light curves may be missed, such as total eclipses, the exact geometry of the inter-eclipse phases or the eclipses, the start and end of eclipses, signs of third bodies in the systems or intrinsic variability of a component. In addition, the automated statistical learning methods required by datasets of millions of objects are never as good as procedures manually tailored to each object and supervised one-by-one. It is therefore important to assess what useful information can be extracted using automated methods from the Gaia-observed light curves, what the performances of these methods are in the procuration of this information, and whether the quality of this information is sufficient to be used as aid for initial model selection in the planned detailed physical analysis of Gaia eclipsing binaries.
We study here the potential role of a few machine learning methods in this task, in particular, functional principal component analysis (FPCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), random forest, and self-organizing maps (SOM). To assess the performance of the methods, we use three data sets: (1) the Catalog and Atlas of Eclipsing Binaries 3 (CALEB) data, which contains 306 physically modelled eclipsing binaries extracted from the literature, and which gives not only classification into system morphology classes from detached to overcontact, but also the results of a detailed modelling based on literature; (2) 521 eclipsing binaries from the Hipparcos mission 4 (European Space Agency 1997), which were classified manually (using literature where available) into light curve morphology classes Algol-type (EA), β Lyrae-type (EB) and W UMa-type (EW); and (3) light curves of the eclipsing binaries detected by Kepler (Prsa et al. 2011; Slawson et al. 2011 ) resampled according to the Gaia observing times (Kochoska et al., under revision for A&A). The first two serve partly as training sets, and partly to anchor the results of new methodology to current knowledge through the use of objects that were already analysed, checked and discussed. Hipparcos is used to assess the performance of classification into the light curve morphology classes EA, EB and EW, while CALEB, into the system morphology classes detached, semidetached and overcontact. The third dataset consists of the most complete sample of eclipsing binaries in a small region of the sky to date. It is also endowed with the results from visual inspection and from the application of artificial intelligence for their physical parameters and system morphology class. Since for our goals, we subsampled the light curves as Gaia will observe them, this provides checks and comparisons of the performance and the biases of the methodology when applied to Gaia data.
In this paper, we suppose that eclipsing binaries have been identified by supervised classification and their period has been estimated (Dubath et al. 2011; Rimoldini et al. 2012; Eyer 2016) . First, we implement a three-step pre-processing of the folded light curves, which produces interpolated and standardized light curves that are sufficiently robust against effects of timesampling variations. Second, we consider the sub-classification of eclipsing binaries by random forest and LDA into the two class systems mentioned above (the first comprising EA, EB, and EW and the second comprising detached, semidetached, and overcontact). Third, we investigate data-driven ways to explore natural low-dimensional surfaces traced by eclipsing binary light curves in the high-dimensional space of all continuous curves in the phase space. We inspect the clustering of the known objects on these surfaces. Moreover, we investigate systematic biases when the sample of Gaia-observed Kepler binaries is projected onto them (Kochoska et al., under revision for A&A). A second paper (hereafter, paper II) will focus on the possibility of applying statistical methodology to learn an approximate link between our light curve decomposition and the physical parameters of the systems, using the objects from CALEB.
We present the data in detail in Sec. 2. Section 3 gives a brief summary about the terminology and statistical methodology used, time series pre-processing, and the supervised and the unsupervised classification methods. We also give an account of how uncertainty of class estimates due to specific training set selection is derived, and how the model complexity was chosen. We discuss the results in Sec. 4. We devote detailed analysis to the light curve fitting and decomposition by PCA (Sec. 4.1), to supervised classification (Sec. 4.2), and to data-driven dimension reduction methods, namely, the LDA (Sec. 4.3) and SOM (Sec. 4.4). Finally, in Sec. 5 we summarize the results and draw conclusions.
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Data
Hipparcos
Hipparcos (Perryman et al. 1997) was an astrometric and photometric satellite mission in operation between 1989 and 1993, measuring more than 100,000 bright objects on average about 110 times during the 3.5 years of the mission. The final catalogue contains high-precision photometry for 118,204 objects, of which variability analysis detected 11,597 periodic, nonperiodic and micro-variables (European Space Agency 1997, Vol. 11) . Detailed studies of the periodic variable stars (Eyer 1998) identified 917 eclipsing binary systems. Using visual inspection, Fourier analysis, and literature information where this was available, these were further classified manually into EA, EB and EW types according to the definition given in the General Catalog of Variable Stars 5 (Eyer 1998) . A total of 521 objects were selected through the visual inspection of light curves and included well-sampled, high signal-to-noise objects, as well as those with reduced quality (fewer measurements in eclipse, lower S/N ratios, scatter of residuals beyond the level of uncertainties, small gaps in the folded light curves), provided that their eclipsing binary classification was clear from the data. In order to include the most recent information about these systems, we used in this study the subclasses from the Variable Star Index (Watson et al. 2011 , maintained by the American Association of Variable Star Observers), resulting in 325 EA, 129 EB and 67 EW systems. Classification into light curve morphology classes is analysed in this paper using this data set.
CALEB
Classification into system morphology classes needs a set of known, thoroughly analysed systems with well-controlled physical model fits that support the classification, but this is very hard to obtain. Analyses of eclipsing binaries that satisfy the quality requirements for a reliable training set are mostly dispersed in the literature, and need time-consuming compilation and various checks.
The Catalog and Atlas of Eclipsing Binaries (CALEB) provides such a compilation. It offers multiband photometric and radial velocity data as well as basic astrophysical parameters and literature references for 306 eclipsing binary systems. The website joins also the results of a physical modelling of the systems 6 , whose parameters were based on fits published in the literature, and the resulting system morphology classes. The parameters include estimates of orbital parameters of the systems, mass and temperature ratios, radii of the stars in different directions and the position of the L1 point, and indicators of the presence of a third body in the system (third light) and spots, as well as other parameters necessary in the fits. We exploited this information in this paper, together with the light curves that were used to obtain the fitted parameters.
However, since the majority of the systems were chosen from those discussed and modelled in the literature, neither the passband, nor the data type (normal points, or differential photometry using various reduction methods), nor the datafile format is uniform over the collection. Photometric errors are given for only a few light curves. We compiled data from one selected photometric band of each of 294 systems from CALEB. The order of preference for passband selection was (1) Johnson-Cousins V band if available; (2) Stromgren y if the observations were made using the Stromgren system; (3) other Johnson-Cousins bands (B, I); (4) other passbands.
The system morphology classes given in CALEB are detached, semi-detached, near-contact, contact, overcontact and double contact 7 . The double contact class contains only two objects. Though these systems are physically contact systems, they exhibit detached-or semidetached-like light curves due to their fast non-synchronized rotation. This peculiar association between system morphology and observable features should be learned by the machine learning methods, which is impossible with only two objects. Consequently, we omitted these objects from the used data and the class from the analysis. The semidetached, near-contact and contact classes were merged. Beside the fact that the contact class is very small (seven objects), these classes can have similar light curve shapes, which hampers their classification, and supports the pooling of these classes. Moreover, these systems have some important common features in their configuration: they all have at least one component that attained its inner Lagrangian surface, but neither has yet overfilled it, which imprints some similarity on the light curves. We will denote detached systems with D, the pooled semidetachednear-contact-contact class with SDC, and the overcontact binaries with OC. We analyse classification into these classes using the CALEB data.
Overlap of Hipparcos and CALEB
Our CALEB compilation contains 145 objects that have observations and light curve morphology class in our Hipparcos selection too. Figure 1 shows the repartition of objects according to their double classification, demonstrating the lack of oneto-one mapping between the light curve shape class and system morphology class. In addition to the subjectivity of the visual EA/EB/EW classification, finer details of the light curves that distinguish between classes can be masked by observational noise or other effects such as pulsational variability of one of the components or circumstellar matter around the stars. One example of this is the inter-eclipse pattern of the light curves, which plays a role in the distinction between the EA and EB classes. Depending on its exact geometry, the inter-eclipse pattern of the light curves can also be a suggestion of various physical effects such as tidal distortions, reflections, or that one of the components filled its Roche-lobe. A semi-detached system falling in the latter case is AB Cas, where the δ Scuti-type pulsations of one of the stars complicate the detection of the precise shape of the light curve (Soydugan et al. 2003) . Case studies of stars in the non-diagonal elements of Figure 1 can be found, among many others, in Mardirossian et al. (1980); Popper (1976) ; Linnell et al. (1998) ; Torres et al. (2010) .
A majority of the intersection between CALEB and Hipparcos, 120 objects are used as a training set for PCA. This set contains 60 EA-type, 26 EB-type and 34 EW-type systems according to light curve morphology classification, and of 49 D, 33 SDC (16 semi-detached, 15 near-contact, and 2 contact systems grouped together), and 38 OC systems according to the system morphology classification. A total of 25 EA-type systems were omitted in order to avoid the overwhelming dominance of this class, and thus to achieve a modelling better adapted to all classes. Once thus determined, the set of basis functions remained fixed for all further studies. All the above datasets are small, and while sufficient for the analysis of up to a few thousand binaries, it will be far too small to train a model for terabyte-scale survey data, where the far tails of the statistical distribution of the classes must be known for a good classification of objects that were rare or non-sampled in smaller surveys. Larger databases of light curves that are also publicly available may also be found in the literature. However, these are usually less thoroughly analysed, and carry less reliable additional information about the physics of the binaries than CALEB. Since the goal of our study is to assess the capability of different machine-learning tools to extract reliable information from light curve data, we need a control sample against which we can check machine-learning results. So we opted for using small datasets with ample information rather than large, but less well known datasets. This said, it should not be forgotten that mistakes are possible in even the best-analysed data sets. Our data may also contain misclassifications and erroneously fitted parameters. The results presented here must be considered with these caveats.
Kepler eclipsing binaries resampled with Gaia time sampling
The Kepler mission 8 (Borucki et al. 2004 ) observed about 160,000 sources with a ∼92% duty cycle. Its 115 deg 2 field of view was observed from 2009 to 2013; its targets were observed in long cadence (30 min) and/or short cadence (1 min). Prsa et al. (2011) published the first catalogue of 1879 eclipsing binary systems based on Q0 and Q1 data. The eclipsing binary light curves were made publicly available 9 , along with their ephemerides, system morphology class and principal physical binary parameters estimated by a neural network. Slawson et al. (2011) updates this catalogue with Q2 data and Kirk et al. (2016) updates the catalogue for the entire mission data span.
We used this database to check the portability of our models from the mostly densely sampled CALEB data and the wellanalysed, clean Hipparcos solar neighbourhood systems to a realistic population of eclipsing binaries as seen by the Gaia spacecraft. In order to achieve this, the Kepler light curves were extrapolated and resampled according to the Gaia scanning law using AGISLab (five years of nominal mission in the Kepler field; Holl et al., in preparation, Kochoska et al., under revision for A&A) , and submitted to the time-series preprocessing and the trained classifiers.
The dense time sampling and the photometric precision of Kepler allowed the detection of the most complete sample of eclipsing binaries of a region of the sky to date, including the detection of very narrow or shallow eclipses. Thus, the Kepler sample extends to these extreme light curve types, and it has markedly different subclass composition than Hipparcos or CALEB. Moreover, under Gaia time sampling, many of these objects with these extreme light curves have only one or two observations in the eclipses, which can hamper both light curve modelling and physical modelling. The Gaia-resampled Kepler data are used for the assessment of the biases of models trained on CALEB and Hipparcos but applied on Gaia-like time series.
Statistical methodology
Terminology
In this paper (and the subsequent paper II), we will apply some terms in a strict sense for clarity.
'Physical modelling': the modelling of the binary by a code that is based on the simulation of the binary systems (configuration of the system and the surface of the stars). The best-known example is the Wilson-Devinney code (Wilson & Devinney 1971) . 'Light curve modelling': a mathematical approximation to the observed light curve, such as the commonly used harmonic modelling or the combined double Gaussian-smoothing spline fit applied here. 'System morphology': the geometric configuration of the system, related to its evolutionary state, which is not directly observable. By system morphology classes, we always mean the broad types of configurations, namely, detached, semidetached, and overcontact types. The semi-detached class includes those characterized as near-contact and contact by CALEB. 'Light curve morphology': the shape of the observable light curves. By light curve morphology classes, that is, EA, EB and EW, we refer to the phenomenological types as defined for example in the General Catalog of Variable Stars 4 , without direct reference to the physical type of the system. Although this classification originally intended to relate to the physical type of the system, the improvements in the physical modelling codes over decades shed light on a degeneracy between system morphologies and light curve shapes. It became clear that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the system morphology classes and the light curve morphology classes. We therefore treat them separately, with the two different meanings defined above. For further discussion, we refer the reader to the forthcoming paper of Mowlavi et al. (in preparation) .
Time series preprocessing
In our study, we use the period given in the respective databases. In practice, this means that we suppose we know the period reliably (the question of obtaining a period for eclipsing binaries will be discussed in Holl et al., in preparation) .
Gaia data and the time series from the Hipparcos and CALEB catalogues are all comprised of a few tens to a few hundred data points, though the sampling cadences are different. This implies that we need to deal with both possible gaps in phase, and the diversity of features in eclipsing binary light curves. The simultaneous presence of long, flat inter-eclipse parts and deep, narrow eclipses with high curvature at the minima within the same light curve poses a difficulty for many curve-fitting procedures. For instance, harmonic decomposition or spline smoothing are both sensitive to it. Tuning the methods to be able to trace the eclipses or the finer details of the intereclipse regions would almost inevitably result in an overfitting of the noise in flat, featureless inter-eclipse regions. This is further aggravated by the sparse time sampling of Gaia, which can entail large phase gaps in the folded light curves and thus introduce uncontrolled large deviations of the harmonic fits or the splines. We therefore applied a multi-step procedure to smooth, de-noise and interpolate the folded light curves, each step aimed at dealing with different features in the light curves. Double Gaussian fit. We fitted the two eclipses with a combination of two Gaussian density functions (Mowlavi et al., in preparation) . The Gaussian profiles model very flexibly both very narrow, sharp eclipses and broad sinusoid-like ones. Spline smoothing. After the removal of most of the typical variations of the light curves by the double Gaussian fit, periodic B-splines are then able to model most of the remaining systematic variability. We found that the tuning parameter of the splines (the degrees of freedom, or equivalently, the smoothing parameter) is best to define by cross-validation within a restricted interval (the parameter spar in the R procedure smooth.spline was set to remain within the interval [0.35, 0.9] , and this worked well for all CALEB, Hipparcos and simulated Gaia-like data). Based on these first two steps, we shifted the primary (deeper) minimum of the light curves to phase zero and we scaled them to have amplitude one (so all light curves had scaled magnitude one and phase zero at the brightness minimum and scaled magnitude 0 at the brightness maximum). Finally, we interpolated them to obtain their values at phases 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.99, forming a 99-component random vector corresponding to each light curve. Functional principal component analysis. In the next stage, these random vectors underwent a principal component analysis. The model was trained on a selected subset, the overlap of CALEB and Hipparcos. PCA is usually applied to centred data, so we started by removing the pointwise mean (an average light curve over the used population) from the 99-component random vector. Then, on these centred random vectors (the residuals around the average light curve) principal component analysis is performed. This is equivalent to the iterative application of two alternating steps. First, the direction of maximal variance is selected in the 99-dimensional space (this is the first principal component, PC1). Then the projection to this direction is subtracted from the random vectors, reducing them thus to a 98-dimensional space. These two steps are subsequently applied iteratively on the successive subspaces, giving rise to a series of principal component vectors (PCs; see, e.g. Jolliffe 2002; Hastie et al. 2009 ). When applied to functions represented by random vectors (Ramsay & Silverman 2010 , 2002 , these PCs determine a series of basis functions which can be used to decompose any light curve. The order of the basis functions is such that the variance of the decomposition coefficients of the first one (the coefficient of PC1) is the largest over the training set, decreasing monotonically towards higher PC orders. Thus, the statistical variance of all light curves in the examined data set is decomposed into the variances of orthogonal projections. A few applications of PCA and FPCA in astronomy are Paltani & Türler (2003) ; Kanbur & Mariani (2004); Savanov & Strassmeier (2008) ; Deb & Singh (2009); Süveges et al. (2012); Zhao et al. (2016) . In our case, the basis functions can be used for a perfect reconstruction of any fitted and interpolated light curve. However, since the variance of the coefficients decreases with order, it can be supposed that the dominant, systematic, most characteristic and most frequent variation modes in eclipsing binary light curves will be reflected by the first few PCs, while less frequent, tiny or non-systematic types of variation and random fluctuations due to noise or wrong fits will be modelled by higher-order terms. Effects of the typical observing cadences in the surveys (daily for CALEB, 6 hours for Gaia) or other quasiperiodicities (e.g. persistent common weather patterns, intrinsic variability of one component of the binary) are expected to appear as noise after folding the light curve with its period (or even with an alias thereof). The only case when these effects would be clearly visible when their period is commensurable with the period of the binary. However, these cases usually show specific patterns, and can be recognized at the classification preceding the selection of eclipsing binary candidates from a survey. Consequently, FPCA can serve as both a dimension reduction method for capturing the essential elements of binary variability, and as a general denoising method. This makes it a good candidate to produce inputs for classification methods, where the leading variation modes can be expected to be informative about the system or light curve morphology class.
Classification
After creating the principal component basis using the overlap of Hipparcos and CALEB data sets, we projected all the smoothedstandardized light curves from Hipparcos, CALEB and the Gaiaresampled Kepler eclipsing binaries onto these basis functions, and extracted the coefficients PC1, PC2, and so on, of the basis functions. The PC coefficients fully characterize the shape of the light curves. Together with the period and the amplitude, they comprise the complete information available in the single-band photometric light curve, presumably cleaned from noise, as an appropriate input for machine learning methods. We applied several classification techniques, both supervised and unsupervised, to perform classification into the commonly used class systems and to discover natural low-dimensional structure in the complex manifold of light curves.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA; Mardia et al. 1979 ) is a basic supervised classification tool that determines linear boundaries between classes, and gives a simple class estimate of each data instance. It assumes multivariate Gaussian probability distributions in the attribute space for each class, with identical covariance matrix but centred at different positions. It finds estimates of the centres and the class covariance matrix such that the variance of the class centres is maximized, while the within-group variance in each class is minimized. Despite the apparently very restrictive assumption, LDA performs well on the task of eclipsing binary classification. Moreover, we find that the score of the systems on LD1, the first discriminant function, yields a very well-behaved characterization parameter, similar in nature to the morphology parameter of Matijevič et al. (2012) , and maps thus the light curves of the stars to a continuous onedimensional manifold.
Random forest (Breiman 2001 ) is a very popular tree-based supervised learning method which performs very well in a large range of classification problems. The "forest" consists of many trees, each of which is grown using a double randomization: for each tree, we select randomly a subset of the training set, and at each node, we first randomly select a small subset of all attributes, then use the best split-point of only these to split the node and to grow the tree. Random forest offers some advantages, detailed below.
-This two-level randomization is an efficient way to reduce the variance of the aggregated estimate of the forest and to avoid overfitting. -Random forest is also applicable in high-dimensional classification problems, that is, with the number of training instances being smaller than the number of attributes. Each tree considers the classification problem in a much lower-dimensional space, and thereby avoids the curse of dimensionality, namely, data becoming exponentially sparse in spaces of increasing dimensions. -Growing a high number of trees can be used to extract information on uncertainty due to sampling variance: for any object, each tree in the forest casts a (possibly different) vote for one of the classes, and these votes can be aggregated to obtain relative frequencies of class labels. This can be considered as a posterior probability distribution of class labels, summarizing our uncertainty about the label due to the sampling variance of the training set. -For each tree, there is a subset of the training data that was not used in the construction of the tree (the out-ofbag sample), and this offers both a built-in control of the performance on a test set, and a way to assess the importance of each of the attributes. -It can be also adapted to a strongly imbalanced class composition: specific loss functions can be prescribed to favour classification into small classes, and thus help the extraction of an interesting but rare class from a population dominated by other large classes. We will use this feature in paper II, to identify systems where inclusion of spots or third light could help physical modelling, since such systems amount to only about 1/9 of the CALEB data set. Random forest has been successfully applied for many problems in astronomy (see, e.g. Dubath et al. 2011; Richards et al. 2011; Rimoldini et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014; Goldstein et al. 2015) . For our classification tasks, we grew all the trees to maximal extent (pure leaves or containing only one data point), we randomly sampled between three and six attributes to test at each node for the best split (depending on the model complexity), and grew 2000 trees in each fit (the error rates became always stable between 500 and 1000 trees). Self-organizing maps (SOM; Kohonen 1990; Kohonen et al. 2000) are an unsupervised dimension reduction method, mapping data living in high-dimensional attribute spaces to a low-dimensional, possibly nonlinear, embedded subspace. The procedure is initialized by taking a (most commonly rectangular or hexagonal) grid of "prototypes" in a lowdimensional subspace, and then, considering all data points one after the other, gradually move the neighbouring prototypes towards the data points by some fraction of their distance from it. This fraction is decreased during this procedure, until the position of the prototypes is stabilized. The result usually depends on the selected geometry of the grid, the definition of "neighbourhood" and the learning rate. Nevertheless, as the procedure is completely data-driven, and there is no preliminary knowledge injected in the form of class labels, it can reveal unknown intrinsic low-dimensional structure and non-trivial connections between regions of a highdimensional space. An example of astronomical application of the SOM is in Carrasco Kind & Brunner (2014b) , where it serves as a tool for the estimation of photometric redshifts. In this paper, we used a two-dimensional 12 × 8 rectangular grid, and we defined the neighbourhoods as fixed-radius balls. The parameters of the learning rate were optimized through the minimization of the error, that is, the difference between the true attribute values of the objects and the attribute values of the closest gridpoint (their "cell"). No attribute other than the PCs was used, so the SOM was solely based on light curve shape. The SOM model was trained with all CALEB data, then the Gaia-sampled Kepler eclipsing binaries were projected on the found surface.
Checking the classifiers
The assessment of the quality of the statistical models and diagnostics for possible problems are just as important stages of data analysis as model building itself, since this is what provides information about the precision and reliability of our model. We applied randomization to confirm the usefulness of the classification models and to obtain inference in the form of posterior distribution functions for point estimates.
Firstly, in order to obtain posterior probabilities for the class labels in the supervised classification, we randomize the training sets: we randomly select 150 objects from our data sets 500 times, and construct models on each of the 500 sets. LDA gives only a point estimate for the class label. We used the empirical distribution function of the 500 estimates to form an idea about the posterior distribution function of the class labels. However, though this procedure accounts for the variations due to the training set selection, it does not propagate the uncertainty of the attributes to the final estimates.
Secondly, in order to assess whether the fitted model brings a real improvement due to the use of information inherent in the used attributes, we resampled the values of the class labels in the training set with replacement. This is a nonparametric bootstrap, a viable solution in the case when parametric simulations cannot be used because the true distribution of the parameter of interest in the population is unknown. We thereby break any true correlation or dependency between the class labels and the attributes. We did this bootstrap for each of the above described training set selections, and repeated model fitting (both with LDA and with Random forest) on these doubly randomized training sets. Comparing the results obtained with the randomized and the nonrandomized data sets informs us whether the result of the classification is just a random outcome, not significantly better than a random label allocation, or the attributes indeed contain information about the class labels.
Attribute selection
In principle, we could use all 99 principal component coefficients, complemented with the amplitude and period, in our classification procedures. However, such relatively high number of features needs to be treated particularly. Random forest, as we mentioned above, can in theory give valid results in highdimensional setups. However, if (as is usually the case) many of the used attributes are irrelevant, the performance would be Article number, page 6 of 20 improved by dropping these features, since they would not mislead classification anymore by forcing random decisions in the trees. To select the meaningful attributes, we used the method's built-in attribute ranking capability, which consists of randomizing one by one each of the attributes over the out-of-bag sample for each tree and computing the average accuracy loss due to each. The attributes that cause the highest loss are retained in the final models.
The curse of dimensionality affects the performance of LDA as well, as for all density-based clustering method. Thus, we performed LDA in the subspace of the 25 leading PCs at most. The selection of the optimal model complexity was done based on the classification scores for models constructed in the successive subspaces of the first two, three, four, five, eight, eleven, fifteen and twenty-five PCs.
All the analysis presented in this paper was performed in the statistical environment R (R Core Team 2015), using in particular its packages randomForest, MASS and som. The computational time to train one Random Forest model with 5000 trees was below a second, for one SOM model, of the order of a minute on a 2015 2.8GHz MacBook Pro laptop. No parallel computing was used.
Results and discussion
Pre-processing and FPCA
The advantages and drawbacks of the multi-stage pre-processing are illustrated in Figure 2 . The double Gaussian fit serves as a primary modelling of the light curves. Although it does an excellent job of roughly modelling the eclipses and avoiding some of the pitfalls of Fourier analysis of sparsely sampled time series, its failure to capture the fine geometry of the light curves is noticeable in both panels, for example the asymmetric brightness of the two inter-eclipses for AA UMa. The added smooth spline fit of the residuals (almost completely obscured by the lines of PC reconstructions for AA UMa) corrects this. The upper panel illustrates the capacity of the splines to account for the intereclipse geometry and details of the eclipses. The lower panel shows one of the most difficult cases: despite the improvement in the inter-eclipse between phases 0.7 and 0.95, the smooth spline fit does not trace very well either the breakpoints of the likely total secondary eclipse or the endpoint of the secondary eclipse. This is the manifestation of the difficulties of any smooth modelling to trace changes where the change to be modelled is itself not smooth (its first derivative is discontinuous): changing the smoothing parameter to enable the splines to follow the sharp angles would result in overfitting of the scatter between phases 0.1 and 0.6. However, according to our further studies this loss is not crucial for the recognition of the class or for the SOM position.
For the construction of the principal component model, the vectors of the shifted, scaled, interpolated magnitudes at phases 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.99 of the 120 objects in the overlap of Hipparcos and CALEB are used. First a mean light curve is computed by taking the average of the magnitudes at each phase. Then the residual light curves, after removal of this pointwise mean, undergo the PCA. The four most important basis functions of the FPCA decomposition, together with the mean light curve, are shown in Figure 3 .
The function PC1 captures (to a first order) the variation from detached system geometry or EA-type light curve (narrow, sharp eclipses of different depths with flattish inter-eclipse regions) to overcontact system geometry or EW-like light curve shape (approximately sinusoid) with very similar eclipse depths. The secondary eclipse is triangular and shallow for large positive coefficients of PC1, and deep and rounded for large negative coefficients (both are indicated in Fig. 3 ). The variation proportional to this basis function represents 81% of the total variance of all the light curves. In other words, this is the function which has the coefficients varying in the widest range on the training set, and therefore can be regarded as the dominant mode of light curve variation among eclipsing binaries. We note that the fraction of variance that is modelled by the first PC component for individual light curves is not necessarily equal to this 81%; this is a population average. As can be seen in Figure 2 , this fraction may be even higher for AA UMa, while it must be certainly lower for V346 Cen.
The function PC2 fine-tunes the depth of the secondary minimum, and at the same time, slightly corrects for the shape of the primary minimum. The dominant element of the variation here is the variation of the secondary depth, corresponding to variations in the mass ratio with respect to the dominant one indicated by PC1. It accounts for another 8% of the total variance.
The PC function corresponding to the third largest variability component, PC3 captures the geometry of the transition between eclipses and inter-eclipses. It leaves the depth of the secondary minimum intact (though it strongly overfits the primary minimum), but modifies the curvature or the position of the breakpoint in the slopes. The fraction of systematic variability picked up by this component is nearly 5%.
The fourth PC function, PC4 is the first related to asymmetry of the light curves with respect to phase 0.5. It modifies the slopes of the minima (those of the primary more markedly), and at the same time, shifts slightly the position of the secondary minimum. It can therefore play a role in the modelling of eccentric systems. However, while the shape of the primary eclipse may be indeed a fairly important, frequently appearing variation in the population of binaries, we have no reason to suppose that the phase of the secondary minimum, which depends mainly on our line of sight on a given eccentric system, is associated with a particular shape of the primary minimum. The appearance of this component is therefore probably due to the training set composition, a random overrepresentation of objects where this (haphazard) association of characters is present. Its contribution to the total variance is barely more than 1%.
Light curve components proportional to these four PCs account for 95% of the total variance of the complete light curve population around the mean light curve. Higher-order PC terms (above PC4) contribute less than 1% each to the total variance, and represent in majority rather a mathematical decomposition of the random diversity of the light curve shapes in the training set than further interpretable elements of the general eclipsing binary light curve varieties (as above stated, already PC4 is partially driven by the random composition of the training set). This diversity is in part due to imperfections of the fits which are random, and in part, to various phenomena that have a wide range of effects on the light curve shape. Examples of the latter are binaries with nonzero eccentricity, third light and spots. Nonzero eccentricity can be seen in the light curve as the displacement of the secondary minimum away from phase 0.5, but as the phase of the secondary can vary from near-zero to near-one, and can appear in light curves with very diverse secondary depths, FPCA cannot find a small set of basis functions to summarize its effect. The situation with third light and spots will be discussed in paper II.
The quality of the approximation using different numbers of PC basis functions can be seen in Figure 2 through the lines Article number, page 7 of 20 A&A proofs: manuscript no. 29710_GR-MSAA_UMafrom yellow to red. For the case of AA UMa (top panel), the first approximation plotted (using the first four PCs, accounting for 95% of the total variance of the training set) cannot yet adequately model the different inter-eclipse brightness maxima. Using further terms, the quality of approximation improves, until the last one (up to PC36, plotted in Figure 2 ) becomes almost indistinguishable from the double Gaussian plus smooth spline fit. The bottom panel illustrates the difficult case of an eccentric system: the position of the secondary minimum and the sharp breakpoints in the light curve require a very high number of PCs for even a rough approximation. quite well-separated shapes of the point clouds in Fig. 4 confirm that the leading terms of the PC decomposition indeed give an appropriate concise summary of the dominant variations in light curve shapes. Figure 5 reflects the degeneracy of possible system morphologies behind the light curve shapes, although some segregation can still be observed. The transition from detached through semi-detached, near-contact and contact to overcontact systems appears to be continuous, with overlaps between classes in large portions of the planes. In particular, semidetached, nearcontact, and contact systems occur in almost all parts of their region mixed with other classes. A clean separation into system morphology classes thus seems unlikely using only information from the photometric light curve.
Supervised classification
4.2.1. Random forest and LDA into EA/EB/EW As a first step to find the best-performing model complexity, we ran Random forest and LDA using period, peak-to-peak amplitude and various numbers of PC coefficients from the set PC1, . . . , PC99. For LDA, only period, amplitude and at most the first 25 PC coefficients on all 500 random training sets from Hipparcos were used; for Random forest, a full model containing period, amplitude and all PC coefficients was tried as well.
The resulting global and class-wise error rates (defined as the proportion of misclassified objects among all and that of the misclassified objects of true type X, respectively) are shown in Figure 6 against model complexity (the number of PC attributes in the model). We concluded that Random forest models that use all terms from PC1 to PC5 are nearly equivalent regarding their overall performance to models using all lower-term PCs from PC1 to PC15, with median error rates ranging from 5.6% to 6% over the 500 different partitions into training and validation set.
There is no significant improvement if we perform a systematic backward elimination procedure using the attribute importances, either. The model selected as best uses PC1, . . . , PC8 beside period and amplitude. This attribute set yields the overall best performance for LDA, too. The class-wise performances of the two classifiers are different. The class EA is extremely well distinguished by both, but EB and EW have opposite behaviour. While random forest performs uniformly around 13% error rate on the class EB if using fewer than 20 attributes, the error of LDA is never less than 20% on this class, and even increases with decreasing model complexity. The class EW, on the other hand, is less well distinguished by random forest than EB. Visual inspection of Figure  4 helps to understand this. LDA enforces a unique intra-group variance-covariance matrix for all the classes, which implies a linear separation boundaries between classes. This boundary, due to the identical intra-group variance-covariance matrices, is likely to allocate many EB systems to the EW class (those in the overlap of the classes), while it loses relatively fewer EW systems (because EWs are more concentrated around the group centre, and EBs are more dispersed). Random forest is not restricted in such a way. Its decision boundaries between the classes are not restricted to be linear, and are able to follow very intricate patterns in high-dimensional spaces. As a consequence, it is able to find a boundary through the overlap of the classes that implies better balanced loss. The numbers in the cases of the right panel of Figure 8 confirm this interpretation. Figure 7 shows the behaviour of the classes, particularly that of EA in the random forest classifier in more detail. It presents the histogram of the global and class-wise error rates of two random forest models, one using all PC coefficients (in grey), and one using PC1-PC8 (in blue) in addition to period and amplitude, on the 500 distinct training set selection. While using all PC coefficients produces an excellent classification of EA objects (see the grey column close to 0 in the second panel from left), the same fails catastrophically with both EB and EW objects (the two right panels), so badly that the global error rates Fig. 6 . Error rates of the ensemble members of Random forest (left) and LDA (right) for the classification into classes EA/EB/EW using Hipparcos, as a function of the number of light curve shape attributes. The ensemble median global error rate is plotted in black (with superimposed black squares), and the range of its (0.1, 0.9) quantiles in grey, highlighted by a thin black line. The same quantities on the three classes are shown in orange (EA), blue (EB) and pink (EW). The models contain period and peak-to-peak amplitude beside the PCs, whose number is indicated in the x-axis of the plot. fall around 20%. The explanation is that usually, the first few PC components reproduce already the most important features of the light curves of EB and EW types, and all the other, higherorder PC terms describe only noise or tiny effects unimportant for the classification. These, therefore, act as noise in the classification of these classes. However, the same high-order PCs are often relevant in the decomposition of EA systems: high values on these imply the necessity of a lot of fine corrections to obtain a light curve with sharp features or with nonzero eccentricity. The error rate of the EA systems thus slightly increases when omitting these high-order PCs from the classifier. However, the error rate on EBs and EWs improves dramatically, while it does not increase to more than 2% on the EA type variables.
RF, Global error rate
This case of classification into light curve morphology classes is a nice example where two classifiers based on different principles perform very differently on the various classes, and therefore incites to find more sophisticated solutions. One possibility is to consider a multi-stage approach. The most promising setup consists probably of first separating EA systems from the rest by a high-dimensional random forest classifier (since, as Figure 8 shows, this leaves only up to 1% of the true EAs misclassified, and only little contamination from EB and EW objects), then using a binary LDA or random forest classifier with fewer attributes to distinguish the two remaining classes. Such a procedure would also help a frequent problem of classifiers, namely that attributes that are very relevant to one class just induce more mistakes in the other classes. A second possibility can be the combination of the results from the different classifiers. Such solutions aim to exploit the strength of all participating methods by finding a way of combining their individual results to obtain a general improvement. Some combination procedures, with application in photometric redshift estimation, were reviewed by Dahlen et al. (2013) and Carrasco Kind & Brunner (2014a) . Histogram of the error rates of the classifiers in the system morphology classification on the 500 randomized training set/test set partitions, using CALEB. The error rates are measured for both Random Forest (top row) and for LDA (bottom row) on objects only in the test sets for each partition. Grey: period, amplitude, all PCs (only for Random Forest), red: period, amplitude, PC1-PC11, blue: period, amplitude, PC1-PC4. . Confusion matrices based on the aggregated results of the 500 randomized Random Forest (left) and LDA (right) classifiers for the system morphology classes, using the 500 random training set/test set partitions on CALEB. The numbers in the white boxes are absolute numbers, those in the orange boxes are fractions (bottom row: contamination rate in the estimated class, rightmost column: error rate).
The same models based on only the shape attributes, without the use of period and amplitude, perform in general with 1% higher error rate. Both of these attributes have slight distributional differences over the classes. Thus, despite the fact that the EA/EB/EW classes are solely based on the shape of the light curves, classification nevertheless improves with the inclusion of these attributes unrelated to the light curve patterns.
Random forest and LDA into D/SDC/OC
We repeated the procedure of fitting a full model, selecting relevant attributes and inspecting the class-wise performance of the classifiers with different complexity for the system morphology classification. We summarize the results in Figure 9 .
Although decreasing the number of attributes in a random forest classifier has a similar improving effect on the global error rates and a similarly adverse effect on the D systems compared to the SDC and OC systems as in the case of EA/EB/EW classification, the difference is not nearly so spectacular as there. The full model has somewhat lower error rates for D systems than the reduced models, and markedly higher error rates for SDC and OC. Similarly to the light curve shape classification, the performance improves on these two latter classes as well as globally with dropping the high-order PCs, but slightly decreases on D. All models that use all lower-order PCs up to a maximal order between PC5 and PC15 perform similarly: the median of the 500 global error rates is 12.5% for all model complexities. After aggregating all the 500 results on the different training sets (just summing up the votes of all the trees from all partitions), we find that the model using PC1-PC15 performs slightly best (with a global error rate of 10.5%). The confusion matrix of this model is shown in the left panel of Figure 10 . The improvement may be due to the fact that the aggregation uses effectively the whole known set for training, while each of the 500 models used only about half of it.
The performance of LDA improves on average with dropping PC terms, until we reach a median global error rate of about 11.5% over the 500 partitions when including the first three, four or five PCs with period and amplitude. We can define an aggregated result on the 500 partitions for LDA too, by taking the most frequent class label as the aggregated estimator; the best performance, 11.5% similarly to the median global error rate, is achieved by the same models using three, four or five PCs beside the period and amplitude. The model with PC1-PC4, period and amplitude is shown in the right panel of Figure 10 .
Transition to data-driven clustering: LD1
When performing an LDA only in PC space, without the period and amplitude, the linear discriminant functions are a linear combination of the PCs. They can easily be visualized similarly to the PCs as a function in phase, and given an interpretation in terms of their effect on the light curves. For a little more in-depth study of its insight into the data, we picked one specific training set, namely the same which was employed also to construct the principal component basis, and performed LDA using the first seven PCs. training set. The discriminant functions themselves are presented in the top panel. The middle panels show the effect of these discriminant functions when subtracting them from the mean or adding them to it. Roughly speaking, while the coefficient of LD1 increases from negative to positive values, the light curve mutates from a smooth overcontact-like one with round forms to one more like a detached system, with breakpoints and sharp features. LD2 mainly adjusts the depth of the secondary eclipse: while varying LD1 towards smoother, rounder shapes will make at the same time the secondary minima shallower, varying LD2 to obtain the same overcontact-like light curves will deepen it. The joint effects can be seen in the bottom panels. The bottom left panel shows the typical light curve distortion around the mean + 0.2LD1 (the same red curve as in the middle left panel) once when 0.1LD2 is subtracted and once when 0.1LD2 is added. The right panel shows the corresponding distortion around the mean − 0.2 LD1 (the same green curve as in the middle left panel).
LD1 and LD2 thus project the data into a 2-dimensional surface which is spanned by a complex variation of the light curve from overcontact-like to detached-like. The variance of the coefficients of projection to LD1 is three times that of LD2, so we can suppose that the dominant type of variation with respect to the mean light curve in the examined population (the 120 systems in the overlap of CALEB and Hipparcos) is proportional to LD1, and LD2 only adds a second-order adjustment. We computed the linear discriminant coefficients of the whole CALEB data set, and in the leftmost panel of Figure 12 , we arranged the interpolated-standardized light curves of 15 systems by increasing LD1 coefficient. We can observe the continuous transition from the smooth sinusoidal overcontact-like light curves to the broken line-like detached types, although the latter appears somewhat rounded. However, at each LD1 coefficient value, there is a mixture of the physical systems in the background, as the barplot in the next (second) panel shows. This is a consequence of two facts: first, the light curves of two different systems might naturally look very similar after going through the observation process, and second, details of the observed light curve are omitted when we first pre-process it, and then keep only the first few elements of its expansion using the PC basis functions.
Thus, LD1 carries out a similar one-dimensional ordering of the light curves as the morphology parameter of Matijevič et al. (2012) , which is based on local linear embedding. In order to compare the two procedures, we created the same plot of using the interpolated-standardized Gaia-sampled light curves of Kepler eclipsing binaries. A sample of 22 objects, spanning approximately uniformly the whole range of LD1 coefficients on Kepler binaries, is shown in the third panel from left of Figure 12 .
The overall picture is very similar to that of CALEB (leftmost panel of Figure 12 ), but we can immediately notice the consequences of the sparse time sampling of Gaia. At the highest LD1 coefficients we find in overwhelming majority bad fits, but only very rarely reasonable eclipsing binary light curves. For these systems, both eclipses were undetectable with Gaia (too few or no points in eclipse), and the double Gaussian-spline fit was driven by random noise. Since these objects with Gaia observations look effectively like constant objects, this concentration at high LD1 coefficients opens a possibility for filtering out contaminating constant objects, at least partly. However, other poor fits have stochastically similar LD1 coefficient as observable eclipsing binary light curves. These are dispersed over the whole LD1 range, and cannot be filtered in such a simple way. Apart from these, well-fitted Kepler eclipsing binary light curves at the lower LD1 values match well in character their pairs in CALEB in the leftmost panel, even though the LD1 coefficients of Kepler binaries have a larger span than for CALEB, due to the larger number of objects and to their greater diversity.
The rightmost panel offers a comparison between the LD1 coefficient and the subjectively estimated system morphology class. The distribution of each class in each LD1 bin is very similar to what we see in the barplot showing CALEB data (second panel from the left), which is reassuring as to the quality of both the estimated system morphology classes and to the stability of our pre-processing steps and the subsequent application of FPCA and LDA. Matijevič et al. (2012) proposes to attribute classes detached, semi-detached, overcontact (and ellipsoidal) based on the morphology parameter derived from local linear embedding. However, neither their morphology parameter on Kepler-sampled Kepler objects, nor the LD1 coefficient on Gaia-sampled Kepler objects or on the well-analysed CALEB systems leads to a cleaner separation than the classifiers above (Section 4.2.2). A direct comparison of the class compositions at different values of the morphology parameter (derived on Kepler-sampled data 10 and of the LD1 coefficient (derived on Gaia-sampled Kepler objects) is shown in Figure 13 , in the form of grouped barplots. We see that, despite the excellent Kepler time coverage and the sparse Gaia sampling, we obtain very similar results. Though the morphology parameter stretches the detached class over a large part of the morphology parameter range and thus distinguishes variants of it, detached systems are nevertheless concentrated at one extremity of the parameter range using both methods. At the end the class occurs purely or very nearly purely. The overcontact class is gathered at the other end, again with similar purity using both methods. The semidetached class occupies the middle range by both methods, never occurring purely. There is also a slight natural mixing of even overcontact and detached systems: there are bins where all three classes occur together. Interpolated-scaled-shifted light curves from CALEB, ordered by their coefficients on LD1 (leftmost panel), the distribution of the system morphology classes by bins of LD1 scores (second panel from left), and the same for Gaia-sampled Kepler eclipsing binaries. In the panels showing the light curves, offsets were added for the sake of visibility. In the barplot panels, dark grey corresponds to detached systems, mid-grey, to semi-detached, near-contact and contact ones, and light grey, to overcontact ones. jects from the Gaia-sampled Kepler catalogue for which the subjective class is D, SD or OC, and the morphology parameter between zero and one. The relationship is monotonic for morphology parameters between about 0.5 and 1; hence the very similar picture of class compositions in the right half of Figure 13 . However, most of the green circles corresponding to the detached class (between morphology parameter 0 and 0.5) are much more stretched in the morphology parameter, and are in a non-monotonic relationship with LD1, although they are still concentrated at high LD1 values without too much contamination from the semi-detached systems. The reason is that local linear embedding maps the light curves to a line in a way that their density is approximately constant along the line, and so the quantity of detached systems with narrow or shallow eclipses in the Kepler data forced the method to model them in a verydetailed way. LDA, which basically uses an Euclidean distance scale valid over the whole space spanned by the principal components, and corresponds to a linear path, does not sense the local geometry or the number of objects in a neighbourhood, and thus does not give more details in this region than in others.
Unsupervised dimension reduction: SOM
Principal component analysis selects directions in highdimensional space along which the variance of the population is maximal. It is usually supposed that these directions are asArticle number, page 13 of 20 A&A proofs: manuscript no. 29710_GR-MS sociated with the most informative projections of the data, and thus, PCA is considered as a fundamental dimension reduction method. However, it is inherently linear, similarly to LDA, and does not adapt automatically to the probability density peaks of the data. As a step towards methods that reflect better the complexity of the eclipsing binary light curves while at the same time decrease the dimensionality to something easier to visualize, we applied SOM. Can a more adaptive geometry discover finer features, new structures in the manifold of the eclipsing binary light curves? To enable the SOM to identify rare or weak effects such as spots, we ran it in the 99-dimensional complete PC space using the full CALEB data set.
Light curves over the SOM map
Figures 15-18 show the resulting SOM gridpoints as a rectangular grid of cells, a "map". This is only for the sake of visualization: the surface traced by the grid in the space of PCs is itself not strictly rectangular or plane-like. SOM has distorted an initial rectangular grid in a way that it passes the closest possible to the data points. The numbering of the cells (that is, the gridpoints) in the map is similar to a coordinate system, cell (1,1) is the bottom leftmost cell, and cell (12,8) is the top rightmost one. Figure 15 shows the values of the first eight PCs on the map. In each cell, the horizontal axis is the index of the PCs, the vertical axis shows their values (they are on a common scale). The dominant, most eye-striking changes are in PC1 and PC2. Roughly speaking, PC1 increases from left to right in each cell row, and the span of the change decreases from the upper row to the bottom row. PC2 increases from top to bottom in each column, but the range of this change is shifting downwards from left to right. There are diverse accompanying changes also in the higher-order PCs. Light curves with the most extreme and most variable values on the higher-order PCs (PC4-PC8) are concentrated in the bottom right corner.
The light curves characterizing each cell, reconstructed from the PC1-PC99 values of the gridpoint are presented in Figure 16 . Smooth sinusoidal light curves are concentrated in the upper left corner; the upper panel of Figure 17 , which shows the class compositions in each cell, confirms that indeed mostly overcontact binaries can be found here. The secondary eclipse becomes narrower from left to right in all rows, and this is accompanied by the flattening of the inter-eclipse segments. Almost perfectly broken-line light curve shapes are attained in the upper right corner; this region is exclusively occupied by detached binaries, as is shown in Figure 17 .
The most visible change in vertical direction is the overall decrease in the eclipse depths from top to bottom, as Figure 16 shows. Correspondingly, in Figure 17 , which presents the class distributions over the SOM, we find mostly semidetached, nearcontact or contact systems in the lower left corner (rounded light curves with strong tidal effects and with differing eclipse depths).
Moving from left to right, "shoulders" and angles appear on the light curves, and in the right half, we can find broken-line light curves with secondary eclipses getting narrower towards the right. The SOM shows a mixture of detached and semidetached systems at these places: though the lower rows are mostly n = 8 1.0 0.0 n = 9 n = 5 n = 6 n = 4 n = 5 n = 4 n = 3 n = 2 n = 6 n = 3 n = 5 n = 3 1.0 0.0 n = 6 n = 6 n = 2 n = 3 n = 2 n = 2 n = 5 n = 5 n = 1 n = 0 n = 6 n = 6 occupied by the semi-detached systems, there are some detached binaries present as well. The determining character seems to be here rather the tiny or vanishing secondary eclipse depth, and not the shape of it or of the inter-eclipse phase.
Eccentricity, spots, and total eclipses in SOM
The middle and lower parts of the rightmost three columns of Figure 16 do not follow the above described almost-regular pattern. From top, the depth of the secondary eclipse decreases so quickly here that in the fourth cell from top the secondary eclipse is already barely seen. Below this, the light curves corresponding to the gridpoints seem very noisy, and exhibit not one, but a series of tiny secondary dips (recall that these are not light curves of physical eclipsing binaries, but artificial ones reconstructed from the gridpoint's coordinates in the PC space). This is so until the lowermost, rightmost couple of cells, where marked, strong eccentric dips appear on the cell light curves. These cells are regrouping mostly eccentric, in some cases single-eclipse light curves. The origin of the multiple dips on the cell light curves now becomes clear: the gridpoints corresponding to these cells, through the iterative distortions of the SOM procedure, attempt to get as close as possible to a set of noisy or eccentric binaries, whose dips can be practically anywhere on the light curve. Note that despite the fact that both eccentric and symmetric brokenline light curves (with two eclipses) need high-order PCs for modelling, SOM is apparently able to allocate separate sets of gridpoints to these groups. This suggests that although this is not apparent from any scatterplot-type visualization of the PC coefficients, there must be different higher-order structures in the PC space characterizing these groups, and the SOM is able to pull its curved surface to the proximity of the eccentric light curves.
Unambiguous reflection effects, manifesting through the differing base level of the two eclipses, do not appear grouped in the SOM projection. The large majority of the CALEB systems we used exhibit them only relatively weakly or not at all, and so they did not force systematic distortions upon the SOM surface. Total eclipses (flat eclipse minima) are not grouped together, either. These can occur in a wide range of system configurations, with varying eclipse depths, and the SOM procedure was not able to find a concentration of them at any single typical joint PC set.
Spots can cause various distortions in the light curve. In case of a synchronized system, it is possible that the two intereclipses of the light curve will become unequal. Such cases do appear at least partially grouped in the SOM map, though they are relatively rare in the CALEB data (34 out of our 294 systems). Some small differences between the two maxima can be discerned in the two leftmost columns, in cells (1, 3) , . . . , (1, 7) and (2, 3), . . . , (2, 6): the light maximum between phases 0 and 0.5 is somewhat higher than the one between 0.5 and 1 (we will term these as "left-sided", by the location of the absolute brightness maximum, and the opposite case as "right-sided"). Of the 16 spotted stars that have such left-sided asymmetry, 11 occurs in these cells, together with several others that are not fitted with spots in the CALEB data, but show the same inter-eclipse asymmetry (with two exceptions that show a slight right-sided asymmetry). The remaining spotted stars, five more with left-sided asymmetry, 12 right-sided systems, and six with equal maxima are scattered over several cells.
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It appears that while the distorted surface of SOM at least partly traces the systems with a certain kind of asymmetry, it misses the cases where the asymmetry is opposite. These happen to fall into the neighbourhood of other gridpoints, where the gridpoint coordinates in the PC space do not define visibly asymmetric light curves. Recall that in order to preserve all the details of the light curves such as distortions due to eccentricity or spots, we performed the SOM in the 99-dimensional complete space, although the starting grid was the PC1-PC2 plane. In such high dimensions and with such a small sample, it may instead be due to chance that we were able to discover such similarities between systems with SOM.
Gaia-sampled Kepler binaries in SOM
How does this SOM model extend to a different dataset, once we saw that it gives an interpretable picture on CALEB? We can use the SOM grid trained on the well-controlled CALEB data to find the nearest neighbours of each gridpoint in any new database (with its light curves pre-processed in the same fashion and decomposed using the same FPCA basis). This informs us, on the one hand, what characteristics of the new systems can be inferred from their position on the map, and on the other hand, to assess the consequences of the systematic differences between the two surveys on the observable features of the systems. The two maps show a fair agreement. The Kepler OC systems are concentrated in the upper left corner, D systems on the right, similarly to the CALEB map, whereas SD systems are in the lower rows, with the highest fractions in the lower left. A close look at the interpolated-shifted-scaled light curves of the Gaia-sampled Kepler binaries reveals further details.
Distributional discrepancies are evident between the detached and semidetached classes of the two surveys. The proportion of semidetached and detached classes in all cells with significant semidetached population in CALEB is very different. With CALEB, there seems to be two quite pure regions where objects classified by physical modelling as SDC are concentrated, one in the bottom left corner, and one as an intrusion into the region of detached binaries in the bottom rows, around columns 7-10. These latter cells have an overwhelming majority of detached objects in Kepler. Looking at the light curves in this region, it turns out that (in agreement with the characteristic cell light curves shown in Figure 16 ) these cells contain light curves with very shallow secondary eclipses from both surveys. However, the ones from CALEB show often somewhat broader dips, smooth transition between the eclipse and the inter-eclipse part, and some weak reflection effects, while the Kepler ones have very often sharp, tiny, triangle-shaped secondary eclipses, in majority with flat inter-eclipse intervals. Figure 19 shows two typical examples of both surveys from cell (9,1), which has a fully SDC population in CALEB (five objects), and fully D population in Kepler (11 objects). It seems that the driving effect of n = 28 n = 23 n = 29 n = 21 n = 7 n = 11 n = 14 n = 8 n = 16 n = 12 n = 9 n = 3 n = 33 n = 18 n = 21 n = 17 n = 14 n = 3 n = 9 n = 9 n = 9 n = 5 q n = 7 n = 41 n = 19 n = 18 n = 12 n = 11 n = 5 n = 13 n = 12 n = 14 n = 17 n = 8 n = 7 n = 27 n = 13 n = 8 n = 13 n = 18 n = 3 n = 8 n = 20 n = 13 n = 4 n = 8 n = 17 n = 16 n = 7 n = 13 n = 9 n = 5 n = 19 n = 10 n = 18 n = 27 n = 5 n = 8 n = 13 n = 19 n = 12 n = 14 n = 3 n = 12 n = 8 n = 18 n = 24 n = 2 n = 16 n = 14 n = 85 n = 11 n = 9 n = 7 n = 4 n = 11 n = 21 n = 14 n = 12 n = 8 n = 12 n = 23 n = 14 n = 5 n = 2 n = 9 n = 8 n = 10 n = 11 n = 11 n = 5 n = 11 n = 19 n = 10 n = 4 Fig. 18 . Relative populations of the system morphology classes of Kepler systems (bottom) in the 2-dimensional reduced space of the SOM. Colour code is the same as for Figure 17 . The area of the plotted piechart is proportional to the fraction of objects belonging to the cell in the full population, except for n < 3 in the bottom panel, which were inflated to the size of n = 3 for visibility.
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Phase Magnitude 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.0 0.5 DT_Lupthe SOM is the depth of the secondary eclipse, and not the light curve details around the eclipses or the inter-eclipse part. The reason for this discrepancy therefore seems to be the difference between the composition of the binaries in the Kepler data and in CALEB, which causes PCA and SOM to insufficiently model certain kind of binaries, and forces the SOM to project them into the best approximate cells. In general, the dominance of D systems in Kepler data in the whole right half of the SOM is due to the many systems with very narrow, very sharp or tiny eclipses. Kepler was very efficient in detecting these, thanks to its extremely dense sampling. Thus, this class is relatively more frequent among the Kepler binaries than in CALEB, where the selection was driven by completely different motivations (ultimately, the interest of scientists over decades). This is also the cause of the relatively higher fractions of the Kepler population in cells in the middle right of the map, and in those in the bottom right corner (c.f. the size of the piecharts in the cells).
In many of these narrow-eclipse cases, the resampling by the much more sparse Gaia cadences does not obtain data in one Article number, page 17 of 20 A&A proofs: manuscript no. 29710_GR-MSRT_Sclof the minima, or have only one point. These systems end up with high probability in one of the cells characterized by a very shallow secondary. Systems with very low signal to noise ratio, or those with only one point in eclipse, may be fitted with very diverse sets of PC coefficients. Hence, these objects are scattered over the whole map; their contamination can be discovered in most of the cells, except for the upper left (overcontact) region. The other SDC region of CALEB, the lower left corner is also discrepant between the two surveys. Here the purely SDC population in CALEB is diluted by D and OC objects in Kepler. However, the good-quality Gaia-sampled Kepler light curves in this region are usually very similar within one cell, regardless of their manual class, and correspond well to the cell light curve. Figure 20 shows a D and an OC system from cell (3,2), which is empty in CALEB, and contains three OC, two SD and two D systems in Kepler. In the neighbouring cell (2,2), there are two SDC systems in CALEB, and nine systems from all classes in Kepler. Figure 21 shows the two CALEB systems, together with two light curves classified as D (KIC 5610698 and KIC 10253421), one as SD (KIC 11652545) and one as OC (KIC 3448245) from Kepler. The figures confirm the similar aspect of the light curves in these cells, justifying their SOM position. The reasons for the mixing in this region seem to be multiple. First, the noise can smear the sharp features of D light curves (c.f. middle right panel of Figure  21 ), and the pre-processed light curves take a rounded, smoother aspect. Second, the sparse Gaia sampling has also probably lost a significant fraction of the information in the original Kepler light curve through missing fine details of the light curve, even in a less noisy case. The modelling based on Gaia observing times may therefore be rougher than the one used for the classification of Kepler light curves. Third, since these objects are not so frequent in CALEB, neither the PC decomposition, nor the SOM was adapted to their important presence. Fourth, careful, closely controlled physical modelling is more appropriate to correctly identify the morphology of the system than visual inspection or artificial intelligence. The former is subjective, depends on the individual, and can be influenced by the previously seen or simultaneously considered other light curves. The latter struggles to find the balance between oversimplification of the problem or overfitting the training set, and can be catastrophically bad in extrapolation.
Phase
The concentration of left-sided asymmetric light curves in the middle of the first two columns persists for the Gaia-sampled Kepler data. In the cells with this feature, the majority of the Kepler light curves bears this asymmetry. Their fraction is the highest in cell (1,6), amounting to about 80%. The rest consists of mixed symmetric and right-sided asymmetric light curves. This is so in all the asymmetric cells, albeit usually with a lower dominance.
The lower right part of the map (roughly, the rectangle spanned by the corners (10,5) and (12,2)), contains the vast majority of eccentric binaries, similarly to CALEB. However, in the case of Kepler, they are mixed with a huge amount of systems without secondary eclipse or with only one point in eclipse. The best example of this is cell (12,3), which has an enormous population of 85 binaries. These are either eccentric or sparsely sampled and badly fitted detached systems, in an approximately 50:50 ratio.
Comparison of SOM with supervised classification
Though the SOM is an unsupervised method using no input of preliminary knowledge of the class, the separation of the objects according to their system morphology on the SOM plane is remarkable. It is tempting to use it as a supervised method as well, once trained and class boundaries are determined. Attributing to each cell in the SOM surface of CALEB (Figure 17 ) its majority class, and in case of a tie, the one dominant in the neighbouring cells, we can derive the confusion matrix shown in the left panel of Figure 22 for the CALEB data. Comparing it to the ones produced by Random forest and LDA in Figure 10 , we find that the SOM-based classifier is more accurate than the others. However, we must recall that the Random forest and LDA confusion matrices are derived on test sets, data not used in the training, while the SOM uses all CALEB data and an optimal segregation thereof.
A better measure of the quality of a classifier is its prediction capability. The middle and right panels of Figure 22 shed light on this. The middle panel shows the class predictions by the above segregation of SOM applied to KIC eclipsing binaries, whereas the right panel shows results from the application of the CALEB-trained random forest. Class labels predicted by random forest are much more accurate than those from the SOM-based classifier. The only class for which the SOM seems to slightly outperform random forest is the SDC class, as it recognizes correctly more of this class. But this is clearly due to the large area allocated to SDC in CALEB, and the supervised classification pays for it with an exceptionally large contamination fraction: 80% of the objects in the predicted SDC class are in fact either D, or OC. The relative survey biases cause differences in the content of the cells, as analysed above. A cross-validation training procedure on CALEB to determine class boundaries might make SOM a more stable classifier, but the best use of SOM is data exploration: its "high-resolution" image of the topology of the distribution and its ability to describe continuous transitions between classes are extremely useful to analyse biases due to survey differences.
Conclusions
In our study, we have considered statistical learning methods as tools to classify eclipsing binaries in massive surveys such as the ongoing Gaia mission and the future LSST. We investigated the potential use of principal component analysis, random forest in classification mode, linear discriminant analysis and self-organizing maps, applied to light curves of eclipsing binaries from the CALEB and Hipparcos databases, as well as to Kepler-detected eclipsing binaries resampled according to foreseen Gaia observations. The issues touched upon are the following: (a) efficiency of classification into two known classification systems, one according to light curve morphology (the EA/EB/EW system), the other according to the not directly observable system morphology (detached/semidetached/overcontact), and (b) data-driven discovery of low-dimensional structures in the high-dimensional manifold of the light curves. To relate the new methods and their results to already known phenomena, effects and features, and to help interpret them, we performed training and testing using wellknown, thoroughly analysed objects (the CALEB database which contains the binaries together with physical modelling results, and the Hipparcos eclipsing binaries). The starting point for these investigations is a multi-step preprocessing of the time series, using first a double Gaussian fit, then smooth splines and finally functional principal component analysis. These steps combine the advantages of all three methods: the ability of the Gaussians to provide an excellent first approximation to the potentially very high curvatures in the eclipses and the flat inter-eclipses simultaneously; the flexibility of the splines to model the residual fine details of the light curves (reflection or tidal effects, breakpoints, spots, total eclipses, various other phenomena in the light curves); and the ability of the principal component analysis to find the most important types of variations (the principal components) in the population of all light curves, and to decompose each light curve as the weighted sum of these types of variations. We found that this combination can be applied to both the relatively well-sampled, weakly noisy CALEB dataset and the Kepler-detected, but sparsely resampled binaries with a single, commonly set tuning parameter, giving stable results and generally good approximations to the real light curves. The time sampling and the different binary population in the databases do introduce some systematic differences into the classification results, since part of the Kepler population (detached binaries with very narrow or very shallow eclipses) is comparatively under-represented in the CALEB database and at the same time insufficiently sampled by Gaia (only one or two points in eclipse). Nevertheless, our combined preprocessing is still able to capture the main features of the majority of these noisy or imperfectly fitted light curves, enable the classifiers to recognize their nature, and put them at a reasonable position (known from Kepler) in an unsupervised structure discovery procedure.
Our main conclusion is that only two dimensions are sufficient to model a large part of the varieties in the light curves: the first two principal components account for almost 90% of it. The dominant modes of variations can therefore be meaningfully and interpretably captured by dimension reduction methods, and the systems can roughly be characterized by only two numbers (four if we want to reach 95%). These are sufficient to describe the relative widths and depths of the eclipses, and the presence of tidal effects by an approximate modelling of the inter-eclipses. Though higher order terms are influenced by noise, they capture some further systematic variations in the light curves, and Random Forest and linear discriminant analysis are able to give good classification accuracy into light curve morphology classes (about 95% well-classified objects), and reasonable scores on system morphology classes (about 88-90% well-classified objects).
Both the first linear discriminant (in one dimension) and the unsupervised SOM (in two dimensions) induce a separation of the system morphology classes, though the segregation of the classes is not clean, and represent a continuous transition rather than a classification. Each value of the first linear discriminant or each position in the SOM surface can be characterized by a vector of probabilities of the classes. Each of the three system morphology classes have a region in the reduced space where
